EATLP Congress 2019
Madrid, 6-8 June 2019

Dear EATLP Associate Member,
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid has the pleasure to invite you to the Annual Congress of the European
Association of Tax Law Professors (EATLP), which will take place from 6 to 8 June 2019 in Madrid (Spain).
We feel very honored to host this prestigious international event within our premises and wish to
express our gratitude to the central organization of the EATLP and its staff for the opportunity and the
continuous support provided to us.
The Congress will be held in the campus that the University has in the town of Getafe (15 minutes
away from Madrid by car), in its newly renovated Aula Magna. The University will provide bus shuttles that
will ride from two stops in downtown Madrid (Neptuno and Atocha), where all recommended hotels are
(walking distance) located, to the Congress venue in the three days the Congress lasts.
On Thursday 6, the Congress will begin with presentations on the cooperation of the EATLP with other
organizations, particularly the EATLP´s participation in the work carried out by the European Union, most
notably the Joint Transfer Pricing Forum and the Platform for Good Tax Governance. Subsequently, the
General Assembly will follow. In the Welcome Ceremony, both the president of the EATLP and a renowned
guest speaker of our University will address the assistants. Lastly, a get-together will take place in the garden
of the University.

Friday 7 will be devoted to the main subject of this year´s annual congress:
- Tax Procedures The Academic Committee under the chairmanship of Prof. Daniel Gutmann, the general reporter Prof.
Pasquale Pistone, the national reporters and the panelists have worked hard to make this Congress succeed.
In the meantime, accompanying persons will be able to explore the medieval city of Toledo (1 hour
ride from Madrid) during a full-day organized and guided trip.
In the evening of Friday 7, you are invited to join us for a delicious dinner in the center of Madrid at
the Vincci Soho Hotel.
Saturday 8 will start with the presentation of the winner of the 2019 European Academic Tax Thesis
Award, followed by a debate. Then, Prof. Michael Lang will proceed to present the 2020 Congress that will be
hosted by the Institute for Austrian and International Tax Law. Lastly, Prof. Daniel Gutmann will present and
moderate this year´s “academic topic” on legal transplants in tax law.
In addition to the EATLP associate members, there is room for a number of other interested parties.
We especially welcome doctoral students, post-doc fellows and other academics to attend the Congress. Nonmembers who would like to attend the Congress are requested to send a message go the Congress Secretariat
(eatlp@ibfd.org) applying for guest participation.
You may find enclosed to this invitation the following documents:
1) Congress program as of February 5th 2019.
2) General information: congress venue, recommended hotels, transportation and practical information
of Madrid.
3) Registration form with information on fees.
4) Touristic information of Toledo (organized visit for accompanying persons).
5) Information on the tax evening (Vincci Soho hotel - Friday 7 June 2019).
We are looking forward to welcoming you in early June in Madrid!

Prof. Juan Zornoza
Full Professor of Tax Law in Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
PricewaterhouseCoopers Chair on International Corporate Taxation

